Late model or vintage, the muscle car revenue
stream thunders on with emerging race
series, classes and parts for horsepowerhungry competitors.
showroom new, muscle cars are filling racing
grids across the nation. On one hand, OEMs
are actively engaged trying to best each other by turning out eye-popping products.
At the same time, a healthy “I’ll show you” is coming from those sticking with their
“classic” models.
Sales opportunities abound in the product and service sectors, according to the
sources interviewed for this article. Indeed, their opinions are backed by PRI’s annual
Retailer Survey, which appeared in the January 2016 issue and revealed that the
top auto racing marketplaces are combined street/strip and drag race segments
populated by muscle car devotees.
Because Chevrolet, Ford and Fiat Chrysler actively invest in outdoing each other
on a daily basis, the new car dealer network has spectacular modern muscle car
choices that the horsepower hungry purchase with gusto.
Better still for the performance aftermarket, the American notion of individualistic
expression of that muscle sends them streaming to parts and services providers
with wide-open wallets.
“The Ford Performance parts business centers around Mustang,” explained Jesse
Kershaw of Ford Performance, Dearborn, Michigan. “More Mustangs drag race than
any other sanctioned motorsport, so more of our distributors run their marketing
programs at drag racing events.
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“We do very well there with our Cobra Jet drag cars,” he
continued, “but NMRA and NMCA are stronger in general for
bolt-on parts, where several of our distributors support cars
or sponsor classes.”
Kershaw noted the NHRA demographic tends to skew above
50 years of age, while the NMRA and NMCA crowd is younger.
And that holds true across the nation with all marques.
“One of the great things about drag racing is that there is
great diversity with men and women from virtually all ethnic
backgrounds represented,” he said. “Globally, drag racing is
the top participant motorsport in Australia, it’s strong in Europe
and the Middle East, with talk of a drag strip going into China.”
Drag racing also tops Chrysler’s list with an interesting
demographic twist. Mopar-traditional racers competing in
NHRA and NMCA ranks migrate toward racing in nostalgic
and classic Mopar cars from the 1960s and 1970s. Younger
racers—those under 50—move toward the newer generation
of Dodge Challenger, Charger, Chrysler 300 and SRTs.
“Our competitive racing classes include NHRA stock, NHRA
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super stock, Modern Street HEMI Shootout, X275 class racing,
grudge racing and NMCA’s true street class,” said Ed Hessel
of Mopar Performance Parts, part of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles,
Auburn Hills, Michigan.
“Older racers tend to have dedicated ‘race only’ cars, as they
also have the means to buy a trailer, truck, and to cover entry
fees for sanctioned races,” Hessel explained. “The younger
crowd will ‘run what they brung’ and compete in cars that are
still somewhat streetable while running in the six- to sevensecond range.”
Chevrolet recently expanded its factory-backed racing efforts
into SCCA with Camaro in an effort to develop, evaluate and
market performance parts right where they will ultimately be
put to the test: by customers on the race track.
“Camaro’s presence is infamous from drag strips with the
brute power of COPO to road courses with a late-apex-ready
suspension right from the factory,” said Adrienne Peters of
Chevrolet Performance, Detroit, Michigan, speaking about
Camaro-specific enthusiast track day participants at local road
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courses and autocross events that buy
from its high-performance parts portfolio.
No one would argue that Corvettes
in motorsports represent Chevrolet’s
gold standard of technology transfer. It
continues to prove itself as a combination
wicked track day warrior and streetable
sports car in a single package. “Our
customers’ particular passion for road
racing is what inspired Chevrolet
Performance engineers to develop
motorsports-minded enhancements such
as the Rough Racing Surface Calibration
for owners of the Z06 spec’d with the Z07
track package,” noted Peters.
She cited the Chevrolet Performance
Challenge Series built by its enthusiast
base, which showcases diverse
expressions of performance based on
Bowtie powertrains, components and
vehicles, as well as a tempting array
of racing-inspired street performance
crate engines.
What influence do the automakers
exert on racing organizations? Some,
like Ford, often negotiate rules that allow
performance parts from its product line to
assist distributors with sales downstream.
Mopar offers activations at NHRA
races, and provides contingency support
in NHRA and NMCA to drivers who run its
modern Mopar Dodge Challenger Drag
Pak cars. “We evaluate our motorsports
product offerings to determine if they
are robust, market-valued, and desirable
to not just racers, but also Mopar
enthusiasts,” noted Hessel.
“By being a good partner with larger
sanctioning bodies,” said Chevrolet’s
Peters, “we hope to create a healthy,
sustainable environment for the smaller
racing aftermarket businesses.”
Among the most popular items from
Chevy’s engineers who design production
as well as performance parts are big
brakes, suspensions, exhaust and cold
air intakes.
“There will always be a market for the
DIY racer, but in this market there are
more do-it-for-me customers because it
often saves time, and with modern race
cars becoming more complex, not having
to worry about working on the car allows
10

Competitors in the muscle car ranks often handle
their own maintenance and basic tuning, but
frequently turn to race shops for machine work,
more extensive tuning, and chassis setup/
construction, reported one source. “Gone are the
days of bolting on parts randomly and hoping for
incremental power gains,” he said.

some racers to focus on racing and
enjoying their car,” observed Kershaw,
who sees more shop owners attending
races in support of their customers.
Further, Kershaw said power always
comes first. “Even if it’s blowing the tires
off, effort is spent finding traction without
limiting power, so the engine business is
first and foremost, before chassis tuning,
or the transmission.”
Hessel finds racers often do their own
maintenance and basic tuning, but turn
to race shops for machine work, more
extensive tuning and chassis setup/
construction. He said, “Gone are the
days of bolting on parts randomly and
hoping for incremental power gains.
Once a package is optimized, the tuning
work begins to make sure fuel delivery is
optimized throughout a power run. A lot
of racers want a ‘complete package’ that
optimizes the supercharger, valve layout,
peak rpm, head flow and cam profiles to
maximize power.”
Chevrolet Performance’s new LT-based
engine platform, for example, continues
to push the limits with the LTG fourcylinder turbo. “We can’t wait to see
what enthusiasts and racers do with this
engine as they become more familiar with
it,” offered Peters.
Tracking Competitors
Texas Muscle Car Club Challenge
(TMCCC) in Midlothian, Texas, provides
friendly, low-key competition geared to
the drag racer that doesn’t take racing too
seriously and awards points for personal
recognition only. “No cash awards are
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given because our main goal is for
everyone to have fun with whole families
participating,” said Phillip Nickles. “We
have home-built Fords, Chevys and
Dodges as well as Hellcats, Cobra Jets
and SS Camaros with a few imports in
stock and street classes.”
TMCCC offers eight classes for 1/8-mile
competition ranging from everyday cars
with no performance upgrades in “stock
muscle,” through to “super pro muscle”
for dedicated race cars with chassis
modifications. The “outlaw muscle” class
allows trans brakes and electric shifters,
but “electronics muscle” entries use ET
delay boxes and throttle control.
“Super pro and king muscle are the
most popular, 30 cars in each class at
some races,” said Nickles, whose local
races at Texas Motorplex, Northstar
Dragway and Texas Raceway average
between 150 to 200 cars, dropping to
125 cars at the Ardmore, Oklahoma, and
Wichita Raceway events.
On the other end of the competition
spectrum, NHRA Division 1 Director Dave
Mohn explained that an average of 400
muscle cars gravitate toward its seven
Lucas Oil Drag Racing Series events,
and five PC National Open Northeast
three-day events.
“Par ticipants are typically selfemployed business owners, or secondgeneration racers,” Mohn observed.
“Stock and super stock demographics
are in the 50–70 age range based
on financial status and stricter rules
governing the classes.”
NHRA member tracks each hold
weekly, typically one-day events, where
daily drivers to fully equipped race cars
roll in. Car counts vary greatly by track
location, but normal weekend entries
range from 100 to 300. “We see much
more diverse age groups on the local
level, as travel costs and maintenance
expenses are low,” Mohn added.
Last year, ProMedia’s NMRA and
NMCA saw the successful introduction
of its “Ecoboost” and “LSX” Shootouts.
“We are hoping to see it grow
substantially by the NMRA World Finals in
October,” said Steve Wolcott of ProMedia,
12
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which oversees NMCA and NMRA
in Santa Ana, California. “This class
showcases the potential of the EcoBoost
engine platform in drag racing.”
This year came another phenomenon
with the single power adder class MX235
Shootout that delivers speeds over 140
mph and ETs in the four-second range
for 1/8 mile, all on small tires.
What made this a special opportunity
was that it arose regionally. Illinois racers
with very fast street cars—supercharged,
turbocharged and nitrous—contacted
ProMedia in the beginning of the 2016
season, which agreed to create the
special class at the same time. Meshed
into three existing Midwest events this
season, it averaged 12–16 cars.
This year, NMCA debuted a nostalgia
super stock class at its All American
Nationals in Indianapolis, where a
competing series, Victory Nostalgia SS,
also participated. “NSS All Stars at Indy
attracted 61 cars, double our normal
numbers,” revealed Wolcott.
Also new this year is NMCA’s Holley EFI
Factory Super Cars class. NHRA has a
similar class called School of Automotive
Machinists & Technology NHRA Factory
Stock Showdown, but it’s not offered at
every event.
“The battle among Ford Cobra Jet,
Chevy COPO, and Mopar Drag Pak
is often a 160 mph slugfest on the 1/4
mile,” explained Wolcott. “We are seeing
wild car count swings at events due to
conflicting events.”
“People build cars to go fast, not to
a spec set of rules,” explained Wolcott.
“Many sanctions must wait and see how
the numbers come up. Only when that
happens can fair and equitable rules be
established to attract owners.”
The True Street Class is “showroomto-starting line,” where the cars must be
licensed, insured and qualify by driving a
30-mile street cruise before making three
1/4-mile passes.
The biggest NMRA/NMCA event
combines both its series for the Super
Bowl of Street Legal Drag Racing. Held
in Joliet, Illinois, at the end of July, some
600 cars drive through the pit gates vying
14
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for Nitto Tire Diamond Tree Champion
rings and cash.
“The reintroduction of the muscle cars
has provided a platform for the younger
generation to be more interested in
competing in stock and super stock,”
noted Mike Dunn of the International
Hot Rod Association (IHRA), Palm
Beach, Florida. “We host seven national
events throughout the United States
and Canada, and 40 Summit Pro-Am
Tour sportsman multiple class series are
contested on a regional basis at all our
local tracks—some 100 nationally.”
IHRA’s Mike Baker noted that cars
might look street legal, but a glance under
the hood tells the real story. “Today, all
three Detroit OEMs have competitive
muscle cars—there is no runaway
winner,” he said. “This tells me there is
big, healthy competition nationally from
entry level through the pros.”
IHRA’s rules package is determined by
car counts, and Baker also uses racer
input to make adjustments together with
all collected information. “As the cars get
quicker and faster, safety parameters
get tighter, we make adjustments on
what’s necessary, good for class, and to
maintain parity,” explained Baker.
The American Iron class from road
racing outfit NASA in Napa Valley,
California, has a devout following of loyal
muscle car gear heads. “We see a very
wide range of characters participating
in this class from 20-somethings with a
burning passion for V8 rumble, all the
way up to gentlemen in their 60s,” offered
Jeremy Croiset.
American Iron is dominated by the Ford
Mustang, Croiset told us, where a wide
range of Fox bodies, SN95s and S197s
are converted into road racing machines.
“Because the chassis provides a lot of
bang for buck, the LS-powered market
of 4th gen Camaros is also huge,” he
added. “We get 6th gen Camaros, and
Mustangs, and a few Dodge Challengers
are beginning to show up. Popularity
depends on geographic area and is
gaining strength in Texas, the Southeast,
and the Great Lakes.”
NASA’s class and rule changes
16
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are mainly brought about through the
competitors themselves. “We do the best
job we can to ensure class uniformity
among all makes and models classed in
the field, as the manufacturers continue
to raise the bar by producing better and
better cars every year,” he said, citing
season after season of close racing.
“Muscle cars can be found at events
everywhere, from local cruise nights to
national-level car shows and races,”
said Damon Lee from Speedway Motors,
Lincoln, Nebraska. “Historically, it seems
like drag racing has been the primary
type of competition for muscle cars.
However, as we’ve seen through our
sponsorship of Team Speedway (which
campaigns a modified 1965 Nova
and 1970 Camaro driven by Robby
Unser and Al Unser Jr.), there’s an
increasing number of modified muscle
cars at autocross competitions, like those
hosted by the Goodguys Rod & Custom
Association and SCCA Classic American
Muscle series.”
Powering Parts Sales
So what parts and service do these
competitors crave?
IHRA’s stock and super stock classes
and NHRA divisional racers know that
consistency is the key to winning races,
and they’re typically serviced by racing
businesses where cylinder heads,
intake manifolds, wheels, tires, and
exhaust parts are offered. But greater
modifications are often rules driven.
IHRA keeps rules standard to allow cars
to compete with all sanctioning bodies,
said Baker, noting slight modifications
and finessing comes first, along with
purchases of seats, rollbars, fuel cells,
harnesses and other safety equipment.
“Customized camshafts, software,
valvetrains, as well as better axles—
differentials come along later,” said Baker.
“IHRA welcomes aftermarket parts, and
the contingencies reward competitors
for a job well done. Racers know those
stickers mean something.”
Nickles said most TMCCC racers
will do as much as they can to the cars
themselves, but most any engine work
involves a trip to the machine shop,

with fabrication, welding, chassis work,
transmission and converter chores usually
outsourced. “Some racers assemble
their engines, but most will remove and
replace engines and transmissions,” he
said. “Only a few will pay someone to
do it all, or buy a complete engine from
a professional builder.”
T h e m a j o r i t y o f y o u n g e r, l e s s
experienced racers that compete in
NMCA and NMRA rely more heavily on
shops for installation and tuning, but most
all racers want power adders, bigger
engines and modifications in varying
degrees. “We are all about the world’s
fastest street cars,” quipped Wolcott.
“At our tracks there is a comradelier
atmosphere in play, where parts are
traded, computer tech is explained, and
help is given to young to old.”

Racers in IHRA’s stock (seen here) and super
stock classes, as well as NHRA’s divisional
series, rely on consistency to win races, and
are typically serviced by racing businesses
where cylinder heads, intake manifolds, wheels,
tires, and exhaust parts are offered; greater
modifications, however, are often rules driven.

T h e c o r e o f P a u l ’s A u t o m o t i v e
Engineering in Cincinnati, Ohio, is based
around suspension and power upgrades
on late-model Mustangs, but they also
build early Mustangs and Falcons, and
offer the new 5.0 Coyote engine platforms
for street, strip and open track events.
Over the past few years, the firm built a
couple of NARRA National Championship
vehicles and eight NASA American Iron
and American Iron Extreme National
Championship cars, with owner Paul
Faessler’s son Brian driving four to
championships. “The cars built in the last
10 years or so do not lend themselves
t o o m u c h i n t h e w a y o f b a c k y a rd
modifications,” said Paul Faessler.
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“Late-model, computer-controlled cars
are so tightly tuned that they need to be
dialed in on a chassis dyno for as little
as a cold air kit install, and unfortunately,
a number of our customers have wasted
money with worthless online ‘lifetime’
tunes before they came to us for a proper
custom tune to dial in their combination,”
he added.
Faessler sees better basic bolt-on
aftermarket parts quality as requiring less
fitting fabrication. However, he also sees
cars being built with multiple brands of
parts, which increases the likelihood of
needed fabrication to make sure all parts
work together.
It’s foundry-to-finish with every part
that Jenvey Dynamics Ltd. makes in
Bridgnorth, England; everything is
done in-house, including creating its
motorsports fuel injection throttle bodies
and induction systems. “Fuel injection
increases performance throughout
the rpm and load range by allowing a
further degree of tunability,” explained
Mike Jenvey. “Rich and lean points in
the map can easily be programmed out,
often allowing an uncompromising, more
aggressive approach to maximum torque
and power. Fuel maps are continually
improved both from internal feedback
from within the ECU (learning) and by
modification based on data review.”
Jenvey Dynamic’s individual throttle
bodies (ITB) for the Chevrolet LS engines
increase performance with perfectly port
aligned, uninterrupted bores allowing
maximum air flow into the engine,
according to Jenvey. “ITBs also allow
easy modification of tuned length to suit
different applications, tracks, or to match
other engine enhancements,” he added.
“Most muscle car modifications are
focused on either adding horsepower or
saving weight—it depends on what the
rules state,” explained Brett Kinsfather of
Motovicity Distribution, Madison Heights,
Michigan. “There are always a few
individuals who seem to have a limitless
budget, but the majority of racers stay
focused on value, although they can
sometimes be blinded by the idea of a
hot deal.
20
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Modifications for muscle cars depend on the
intended use of the vehicle. For example,
suspension upgrades are popular in road racing,
and also desirable is reducing unsprung weight
with lighter brake rotors and calipers.

“Weight savings for road racing and
different forms of autocrossing comes
by reducing unsprung weight with lighter
brake rotors and calipers,” he added.
Keith Wilson of Scoggin-Dickey Parts
Center in Lubbock, Texas, generally
separates racers into two groups: those
who can affix bolt-ons with general
tools, and those with considerable skills
that can accomplish the majority of the
installation, and who may have peers that
can take the modification to completion.
“I have rarely installed parts that did
not need some degree of fabrication to
the parts themselves or peripheral parts
or structures,” confessed Wilson. “Most
manufacturers are transparent regarding
the amount of modification necessary,
and some provide detailed instructions
with images and [a] template.”
When asked at what point muscle car
engines, chassis and electronics require
custom work, he was brutally honest
and succinct: “This is an 18-page reply,
however, if your expectations are greater
than your abilities, you need to look for a
professional to perform the work.”
Modifications depend on the intended
use of the vehicle, noted Lee. “Disc brake
conversion kits are some of the most
popular upgrades Speedway Motors
offers for 1960s era muscle cars,” he said.
“Suspension modifications—everything
from better shocks and sway bars to
complete replacement suspensions like
those in our G-Comp line—are also very
popular and can make muscle cars much
more capable for both everyday driving
and competition use.”
a
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